March 1, 2017
Daniel P. Wolf
Executive Secretary
Minnesota Public Utilities Commission
121 Seventh Place East, Suite 350
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
RE:

Comments of the Minnesota Department of Commerce, Division of Energy Resources
Docket No. E002/M-13-867

Dear Mr. Wolf:
In its September 6, 2016 Order in the above referenced docket, the Minnesota Public
Utilities Commission (Commission) requested that the Minnesota Department of Commerce,
Division of Energy Resources (Department) submit a report by March 1, 2017 on whether or
not adjustments were needed to the Value of Solar rate (VOS) adopted by the Commission
as the appropriate credit for community solar gardens (CSGs).
Attached please find the comments of the Minnesota Department of Commerce, Division of
Energy Resources in this matter. The Department is available to answer any questions the
Commission may have.
Sincerely,

/s/ SUSAN L. PEIRCE
Rates Analyst Coordinator
SLP/lt
Attachment

BEFORE THE MINNESOTA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
COMMENTS OF THE
MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
DOCKET NO. E002/M-13-867

I.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The following key Orders from the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (Commission)
relate to these comments regarding Xcel Energy’s (Xcel or the Company) Solar*Rewards
Community (CSG) Program.
On April 7, 2014, the Commission issued its ORDER REJECTING XCEL’S SOLAR-GARDEN
TARIFF FILING AND REQUIRING THE COMPANY TO FILE A REVISED SOLAR-GARDEN PLAN In
the Matter of Establishing a Distributed Solar Value Methodology under Minn. Stat.
216B.164, Subd. 10 (e) and (f). Among other things, that Order set out rates and fees for
various services, along with stating that:
10. The solar-garden operator or developer may transfer the
solar [renewable energy credits] RECs to Xcel at a
compensation rate of $0.02 per kWh for solar-garden
facilities with capacity greater than 250 kW and $0.03 for
solar-garden facilities with capacity of 250 kW or less.
11. The applicable retail rate and solar REC value must be
reviewed annually and adjusted accordingly. At such time
as the Commission may issue an order approving a valueof-solar rate for solar gardens, the applicable retail rate and
the solar REC value will expire according to the schedule set
forth in that order.
On August 8, 2015, the Commission issued its ORDER ADOPTING PARTIAL SETTLEMENT AS
MODIFIED, which adopted a partial settlement agreement to establish program rules for
Xcel’s CSG Program. Under the initial program rules, subscribers to a CSG received a credit
on their bills based on their applicable retail rate (ARR).
On September 6, 2016, the Commission issued its ORDER APPROVING VALUE-OF-SOLAR
RATE FOR XCEL’S SOLAR GARDEN PROGRAM, CLARIFYING PROGRAM PARAMETERS, AND
REQUIRING FURTHER FILINGS in the current docket. The Commission adopted the use of
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the Value of Solar (VOS) rate as the subscriber bill credit rate for CSGs, and directed the
Department to submit a report on March 1, 2017 addressing whether the VOS rate required
any positive or negative adjustments (adders) for any of the following conditions:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

II.

Brownfield sites or landfills;
Public Facilities;
Commercial or industrial rooftops;
Prime Agricultural Land;
Placement within the communities the solar gardens serve;
Residential subscribers;
Low-income Residential subscribers;
Other conditions the Department identifies as warranting modification or an
adder.

VALUE OF SOLAR METHODOLOGY

Minn. Stat. §216B.164, subd. 10 provides for the determination of a VOS rate that
“compensates customers through a bill credit mechanism for the value to the utility, its
customers, and society for operating distributed solar photovoltaic resources interconnected
to the utility system and operated primarily for meeting their own energy needs.” In its April
1, 2014 Order in Docket No. E999/M-14-65, 1 the Commission adopted a methodology for
calculating the VOS rate that contains eight rate components:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Avoided Fuel Cost;
Avoided Plant Operation and Maintenance – Fixed;
Avoided Plant Operation and Maintenance – Variable;
Avoided Generation Capacity Cost;
Avoided Reserve Capacity Cost;
Avoided Transmission Capacity Cost;
Avoided Distribution Capacity Cost;
Avoided Environmental Cost.

Minn. Stat. §216B.1641, subd. (d) states that a public utility must purchase energy from a
CSG at the “rate calculated under section 216b.164, subd. 10 (VOS Statute), or until that
rate for the public utility has been approved by the commission, the applicable retail rate.”
As noted above, on September 6, 2016, the Commission adopted the VOS rate for use in
Xcel’s CSG program.

In the Matter of Establishing a Distributed Solar Value Methodology under Minn. Stat. §216B.164, subd. 10
(e) and (f), ORDER APPROVING DISTRIBUTED SOLAR VALUE METHODOLOGY, E999/M-14-65, April 1, 2014.
1
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III.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON ADDERS

On December 15 and December 28, 2016, the Department sent out requests for
information to parties to this proceeding. (Attachments A and B). Specifically, the
Department asked for information that would enable a more thorough evaluation of the
impact of an adder on a CSG’s expected rate of return, with a goal of understanding the
potential impact of an adder on CSG financeability. With one exception, the Department did
not obtain the detailed information it requested, which hampers our ability to make a more
thorough analysis.
The following parties filed responses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cooperative Energy Futures
Institute for Local Self-Reliance
Energy Freedom Coalition of America
Minnesota Solar Energy Industries Association
Kandiyo Consulting, LLC
Innovative Power Systems
Minnesota Solar Connection
Xcel Energy
Fresh Energy
A-Sharp Energy
Metropolitan Council

A brief summary of the responses follows:
A.

COOPERATIVE ENERGY FUTURES

Cooperative Energy Futures (CEF) has developed CSGs located within communities that
focus on obtaining subscribers from those communities, including low-income residents.
CEF stated that a barrier it experienced in siting CSGs on commercial or industrial rooftops
is the unwillingness of private commercial property owners to offer a 25-year site lease at
rental rates that would be financially viable for the project. CEF indicated that the rental
rates it has been quoted would require a bill credit that is approximately $0.015/kWh higher
than the current ARR residential credits to make the CSG financially workable. CEF stated
that one non-financial option may be to offer some type of early termination eligibility to
private commercial property owners under certain circumstances to attempt to address the
uncertainty of a 25-year time horizon.
With respect to CSGs focused on residential subscribers, CEF stated that a rate adder of
$0.025/kWh would be sufficient to cover additional recruitment and administrative costs
associated with residential subscriptions under an assumed 10-year payback period. CEF
noted that its proposed residential adder may not satisfy financiers’ concerns about credit
risk, but that it does not have sufficient information on the various ways investors evaluate
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subscriber risk pools to determine if any additional adder beyond its proposed $0.025/kWh
is warranted.
B.

INSTITUTE FOR LOCAL SELF-RELIANCE (ILSR)

ILSR generally supported adders for brownfields, gardens located in urban areas and on
rooftops, and for residential and low-income customers. ISLR did not offer specific details
on appropriate adder amounts for these categories of CSGs, but rather indicated that
adders would be warranted due to the added cost of developing CSGs in these locations or
to these customer groups. In addition, ISLR indicated that it believed additional benefits to
the communities in which the garden was placed, or to the customer groups, supported an
adder.
C.

ENERGY FREEDOM COALITION OF AMERICA (EFCA)

The Energy Freedom Coalition (EFCA) is a group of distributed energy resource providers.
EFCA supports adders for residential, low-income and other small subscribers. They cited
higher customer acquisition costs, higher outreach and marketing costs, higher risk
associated with poor credit and higher financing costs as justifications for an adder for
residential and low-income subscribers. EFCA cited SunShare’s testimony in Colorado that
indicated that the cost of capital for financing a residential CSG is approximately 200 basis
points higher than the cost of capital for a garden subscribing commercial or industrial
customers.
EFCA stated that an adder to the VOS rate would be a straightforward mechanism for
encouraging developers to market and subscribe residential and low-income customers.
One possibility suggested by EFCA is to deposit the proceeds from a VOS adder into a
reserve fund to be drawn on by developers in the event of customer attrition. Finally, EFCA
recommended that Xcel be directed to include CSG options in any educational outreach
programs to low-income customers.
D.

MINNESOTA SOLAR ENERGY ASSOCIATION (MNSEIA)

MNSEIA argued that a general adder is necessary for all new CSGs projects, but did not
propose any amount for the general adder. MNSEIA argued that the drop-off in the number
of new CSG applications resulting from the reduction in the allowable size of co-located
gardens from 5 MW to 1 MW, along with the lower VOS bill credit, justifies the need for a
general adder for all new CSG applications.
MNSEIA also argued that many of the categories identified by the Commission also
warranted additional specific adders. The one category for which the Association did not
advocate a separate adder beyond the general adder was for prime agricultural land.
MNSEIA noted that it does not favor a negative adder for prime agricultural land.
For each of the remaining categories, MNSEIA advocated an adder to encourage CSG
development for each of the categories. Specifically, MNSEIA argued that because land
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prices decrease the further the distance from an urban area, locating gardens closer to load,
whether on brownfields in the urban core or on rooftops, is more expensive than locating
CSGs far from the customer load. In addition, the Association cited additional labor and
engineering costs, such as the need for a structural or environmental engineer for rooftop or
brownfield gardens. MNSEIA argued that if the CSGs are closer to Xcel’s load there are
additional locational benefits, including expected further line loss reductions, and additional
capacity benefits not fully reflected in the VOS rate.
Finally, MNSEIA noted that with the shift from the ARR to the VOS rate, the higher residential
bill credit for residential customers was eliminated. The ARR is customer-class specific.
Consequently, the Standard ARR bill credit for residential customers for garden applications
filed on or before December 31, 2016 is $0.12596 per kWh ($0.14596 - $0.15496 with
renewable energy credits (RECs)) compared to the latest recent VOS of $0.1239 per kWh
levelized ($0.0995 per kWh on an inflation-adjusted basis for 2016) for all classes. 2 In
addition, MNSEIA maintained that the VOS does not include the $0.02 - $0.03 per kWh REC
adder currently available to gardens that transfer RECs to Xcel. MNSEIA recommended a
Residential adder of $0.04646 3 (ARR Residential credit $0.12596 – 2016 VOS $.0.0995 =
$0.02464 + $0.02 REC adder) per kWh.
E.

KANDIYO CONSULTING, LLC

Kandiyo stated that it believes the original intent of the CSG statute was to focus on placing
CSGs within communities of ratepayer subscribers. Kandiyo favors applying adders to
circumstances it believes more closely align with its view of the statutory intent.
Specifically, Kandiyo favors adders for rooftop installations that provide benefits to the
distribution grid, for projects that have at least 60 percent of total subscriptions from
residential customers, and from projects that have at least 10 percent of their subscriptions
from low-to-moderate income households.
Kandiyo recommended that rooftop CSGs with between 100 kW and 1 MW in AC capacity be
eligible for an additional bill credit of $0.03 per kWh, and roughly equivalent to Xcel’s
capacity credit under its current ELCC tariff. For residential subscribers, Kandiyo
recommended that gardens with at least 60% residential subscribers receive an additional
$0.02 per kWh credit, with an additional $0.01 per kWh credit for ratepayers at or below 80
percent of the area median income and holding at least 10 percent of total subscriptions in
the project. In order to meet a low-income carve-out of 10 percent of total subscriptions on
each project, Kandiyo offered the alternatives of contracting with small businesses (less
than 25 employees), or minority- or women-owned business for at least 25 percent of the
installed costs or the payment of an impact fee of $150 per kW. Kandiyo noted that these
contracting alternatives could benefit low-income neighborhoods by providing job and
economic development benefits. Further, the impact payment could be pooled with other
2 MNSEIA’s filing reflects 2016 ARR and VOS rates. Xcel’s February 1, 2017 calculation of its ARR is a
Standard credit of $0.13310 and Enhanced credits (with RECs) of $0.15310 or $0.16310 depending on
garden size. The latest VOS rate is $0.1275 on a levelized basis, and an inflation-adjusted rate of $0.1033 for
2017.
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developers’ impact payments to provide low-cost financing for low-income subscriptions for
projects.
F.

INNOVATIVE POWER SYSTEMS (IPS)

IPS indicated that most of its current CSG projects have been ground-mount systems located
in exurban or rural areas, but that it expects to see more gardens located in urban areas in
the future. IPS supports adders to the VOS rate for rooftop systems, public facilities,
brownfields and low-income subscribers.
With respect to rooftop solar systems, IPS supports an adder of $0.015 per kWh to reflect
the additional costs of installing rooftop solar including higher lease payments for rooftop
space, higher installation costs, and special requirements or limitations in positioning the
systems, which typically reduces total energy production relative to a ground-mounted
system. With respect to CSGs located on public facilities, IPS stated that such projects have
higher transaction costs due to the need for bidding, public hearings, and other meetings
resulting in an additional cost of approximately 5 percent on such projects. IPS
recommended a $0.005 per kWh adder to reflect the higher costs. Similarly, IPS
recommended a $0.01 per kWh adder for CSGs located on brownfield sites as an incentive
to develop CSGs in those locations. Finally, IPS recommended a $0.025 per kWh adder for
low-income subscribers falling below 80 percent of the median income.
G.

MINNESOTA SOLAR CONNECTION (MSC)

MSC advocated rate adders for residential subscribers and for residential subscribers in
multi-family buildings because the relatively small subscription sizes associated with
residential customers requires acquiring far more subscriptions, resulting in added
marketing and subscriber acquisition costs than for a CSG with a predominately small
general service or general service subscription base. MSC estimated an additional
subscriber acquisition cost for a 100 percent residential 1 MW CSG to be between $0.22 to
$0.36 per watt DC. In addition, MSC stated that higher turnover in residential customer
participation, either through moves out of the service area or simply address changes, would
result in higher servicing costs for a residential CSG.
MSC recommended basing an adder for residential customers on the rate differential
between the residential ARR and the VOS rate. For multi-family dwellings, MSC
recommended a slightly higher adder due to additional servicing costs as renters typically
move more frequently than homeowners resulting in a higher turnover. MSC did not specify
the size of the additional adder for multi-family dwellings.
H.

XCEL ENERGY

Xcel stated that it does not support adders for CSGs located on specific types of land, as it
believes the market price signals are already appropriately reflected in land values. With
respect to the VOS rate methodology, Xcel stated that the methodology generally assumes
favorable conditions for solar generation such as assuming a need for the solar capacity,
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avoidance of all line losses and no integration costs. Integration costs include additional
wear and tear on equipment resulting in additional maintenance as well as expansion of the
distribution system. Xcel recommended that the Commission consider further exploration of
these costs and to consider whether a downward adjustment in the VOS is warranted as a
result.
Xcel also asserted that an adjustment to the VOS may be warranted to reflect the declining
cost of solar equipment in order to share the benefits of falling equipment prices with
customers. Finally, Xcel stated that projects receiving Made in Minnesota or Solar*Rewards
incentives are receiving double payment for RECs under the VOS rate; the first payment is
through the program incentives and the second is the inclusion of environmental benefits in
the VOS rate. Xcel suggested that one method of remedying this double payment is to
eliminate the environmental benefits contained in the VOS for those gardens receiving
program incentives.
I.

FRESH ENERGY

Fresh Energy recommended adoption of an adder for residential customers and for lowincome customers. While not offering a specific adder amount, Fresh Energy recommended
a number of structural details regarding the application of an adder:
•

An adder should be limited by capacity and time so that a total budget is
determined and not exceeded, and that any adder and capacity should be
stepped down over a three-year period;

•

The adder for a given year would be applied for the life of the project;

•

The adder value and capacity for the coming year should be finalized six months
prior to the date of offering;

•

The CSG operator should commit to the adder at the time of application, with the
adder amount memorialized in the rate reservation letter;

•

In the event the CSG operator falls short of its commitment at any point during
the CSG’s lifetime, unsubscribed energy would receive the unsubscribed rate;

•

If the operator exceeds the reserved capacity at any point during the CSG’s
lifetime, the excess subscriptions would not receive the adder;

•

The adder should be awarded to applications received within the first 24 hours of
the adder offering on a lottery basis, if oversubscribed. If not fully subscribed, the
remaining capacity should be awarded on a first-come, first-served basis. If there
is unsubscribed capacity, or if projects are cancelled, the remaining capacity
should be rolled into the next year’s capacity. Limit the program to five years; and
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•
J.

Any adder should be limited to a three-year timeframe to provide ongoing stability,
and with the hope that additional adders will not be necessary in the future.

A-SHARP ENERGY

A-Sharp Energy indicated that it is developing a web-based application to allow potential
subscribers to learn and comparison shop for CSG subscriptions. A-Sharp stated that it is
focused on assisting the residential market in understanding CSGs. A-Sharp recommended
that a residential adder be considered within the range of $0.02856 and $0.04646 per
kWh. The range reflects the rate differential between the 2016 ARR and the VOS rate on
the lower bound, and the rate differential with a $0.02 per kWh adder for RECs on the upper
bound.
K.

METROPOLITAN COUNCIL (MET COUNCIL)

While not directly addressing potential adjustments to the VOS, the Met Council offered
comments on the availability of various public facilities for solar gardens. The Met Council
indicated that, depending on the context and nearby uses, many public facilities and
buildings may be available for solar installations including closed landfills and transportation
corridors. With respect to brownfields, the Met Council indicated that the goal for these
properties is to return them to productive use as soon as possible. Met Council policies
support cleaning up and redeveloping such sites, and therefore the Met Council would
generally not support such sites for CSG use because of the long 20 to 25-year contract
required for such a project.
IV.

DEPARTMENT ANALYSIS

A.

VALUE OF SOLAR AND APPLICABLE RETAIL RATE

Minn. Stat. §216b.1641 directs the utility to pay the applicable retail rate for solar
generation from a CSG until a VOS rate is approved by the Commission. In its April 7, 2014
Order, 4 the Commission determined that the applicable retail rate was calculated using total
retail revenues including the energy charge, demand charge, customer charge and
applicable riders by class divided by the total retail sales to that class. Under the ARR
methodology, rates varied by customer class.
In contrast, the VOS methodology is intended to reflect the value society places on the
addition of solar to the grid, and to capture the costs avoided by solar generation in
comparison to generation from a natural gas combustion turbine. The VOS methodology

4 In the Matter of the Petition of Northern States Power Company, dba Xcel Energy, for Approval of its Proposed
Community Solar Garden Program, Docket No. E002/M-13-867, Order Rejecting Xcel’s Solar Garden Tariff
Filing and Requiring the Company to File a Revised Solar Garden Plan. Docket No. E002/13-867, April 7,
2014.
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results in a single VOS rate for all customer classes. Table 1, below, summarizes the most
recent ARR rates and VOS rate filed by Xcel. 5
Table 1: Summary of ARR and VOS Rates

Residential – Std.
Enhanced > 250 kW
Enhanced < 250 kW

$0.13310
$0.15310
$0.16310

Value of Solar
– Levelized
Rate
Per kWh
$.1275
$.1275
$.1275

Small General Service – Std.
Enhanced > 250 kW
Enhanced < 250 kW

$0.12798
$0.14798
$0.15798

$.1275
$.1275
$.1275

$0.00048
$0.02048
$0.03048

General Service – Std.
Enhanced > 250 kW
Enhanced < 250 kW

$0.10296
$0.12296
$0.13296

$.1275
$.1275
$.1275

$(0.02454)
$(0.00454)
$0.00546

Proposed ARR Bill
Credit per kWh
2/1/17

Rate
Differential
(ARR-VOS)
$0.00560
$0.02560
$0.03560

Because the ARR methodology is based on the current rate structure, and not the societal
value of solar generation, the Commission added a $0.02-$0.03 per kWh adder to the ARR
to reflect the environmental attributes and benefits of solar generation or RECs (Renewable
Energy Certificates). The VOS methodology explicitly includes a rate component reflecting
the environmental benefits of solar generation and, consequently, a REC adder is
unnecessary.
In addition to the rate methodology, Minn. Stat. §216B.1641 (e) states that the CSG
program approved by the Commission must “reasonably allow for the creation, financing,
and accessibility of community solar gardens.” A number of the commenters cited Minn.
Stat. §216B.1641 (e) to support the need for an adder to the VOS to make certain types of
CSGs financeable.
In determining the need for an adder to “reasonably ensure financing,” the Department
notes that setting rates to reasonably ensure financing does not require that all CSG
projects under all circumstances are financeable. 6 Rather, the Department understands the
statutory directive to mean that the rates are sufficient to make a variety of CSGs
financeable under a variety of circumstances, not that a specific CSG proposed by a specific
developer will be financeable.

5 Value of Solar Filing, Docket No. E002/M-13-867, September 30, 2016, and Applicable Retail Rate Filing,
Docket No. E002/M-13-867, February 1, 2017.
6 The Department notes that the applicability of federal and/or state securities regulations to community solar
gardens is unclear at this time, and is thus not part of this analysis.
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B.

ADDERS TO THE VOS

The list of possible categories of CSGs for which the Commission sought comment on
possible adders can be separated into two groups: 1) locational factors, and 2) subscriber
types. Locational factors include brownfields, prime agricultural property, and rooftops or
CSGs otherwise located close to urban load. Subscriber types include CSGs that focus on
subscribing residential customers and/or low-income residents.
1.

Locational Adders

The Department does not recommend applying an adder to the VOS for any of the locational
factors at this time due primarily to the limited information from commenters and the 2018
VOS methodology changes to incorporate locational impacts on the distribution system.
The willingness of a property owner to lease or sell a location to a CSG developer will largely
depend on potential returns available from alternative uses for that land. For example, in
the case of prime agricultural land, the landowner will need to evaluate the payment from
the developer to place a CSG on the property against the income expected from farming that
land or from selling or renting that land for another purpose. The property owner is in the
best position to evaluate the use of its land against alternative uses and determine whether
constructing a CSG on its property is a reasonable investment choice. As noted by the Met
Council, governmental entities with brownfield sites are in the best position to evaluate
whether a site is best used for a CSG or would be better for their tax base and their
residents if cleaned up and redeveloped.
A number of commenters recommended adopting an adder for rooftop locations citing the
higher cost of such installations, lower generation output due to the type of installation, and
the benefits of being closer to load. The Department can foresee the use of a locational
adder when the placement of a CSG at a particular location will benefit the distribution
system by avoiding the costs of upgrading or expanding the system. The Commission’s
September 6th Order directed Xcel to use location-specific avoided costs in the calculation of
avoided distribution capacity beginning with its 2018 VOS rate filing. 7 The Department
expects that the use of location-specific avoided costs in the VOS rate will sufficiently
distinguish and reflect the benefits of different locations for CSG development, and does not
recommend any adders for location considerations at this time.
2.

Subscriber Group Adders

In contrast to the applicable retail rate, the VOS rate applies a single subscriber bill credit to
all types of subscribers. As reflected in Table 1, above, the rate differential between the
most recent ARR rates and the VOS rate for residential customers ranges from $0.0056 per
kWh for a garden without the assignment of RECs to Xcel to $0.0356 per kWh for a small
(less than 250 kW) CSG with the RECs assigned to Xcel. Many of the commenters
recommended a VOS adder of $0.025 per kWh for residential subscribers. In a couple of
instances, parties argued for a residential adder as reflecting payment for the REC. As
7

Order point 4.
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noted earlier in these comments, the VOS includes a component for valuing the
environmental benefits in its rate methodology and consequently, an additional adder for
the REC value is unnecessary.
Other commenters noted the additional administrative costs of residential subscribers.
Because residential subscriptions are smaller, more subscribers are required to fill a CSG.
In addition, residential subscribers are more likely to move, and otherwise require changes
to their subscription resulting in more customer turnover and higher administrative costs.
An additional adder seems warranted for residential customers given the added costs of
administering residential subscriptions and the existing rate differential between the ARR
and the VOS for residential customers. In its comments, Fresh Energy recommended a
residential adder that is stepped down over a three-year period. In order to limit the cost of
the residential adder, Fresh Energy also recommended a cap be placed on the total amount
of money used to fund a residential adder.
The Department supports the use of a residential adder that is stepped down over a threeyear period. The Department recommends that residential subscribers be given a $0.025
per kWh adder in 2017, decreasing by $0.01 per kWh in each of the next two years.
The Department does not recommend a cap on the total amount of money used to fund a
residential adder, nor setting a targeted percentage of residential subscribers in a CSG in
order to receive the adder. While a cap on the total amount of money available for a
residential adder has some appeal because it would limit the rate impact on nonsubscribers, the Department expects that the added administrative cost involved with
tracking such a cap would make a cap unworkable. With respect to requiring developers to
target a percentage of residential subscribers for a CSG in order to receive the adder, the
Department again expects the cost associated with such tracking to be significant. If a
developer signs up a residential subscriber, the residential subscriber will get a higher bill
credit. The developer is best positioned to know what percentage of residential subscribers
will work in its financing model, and that percentage may vary across developers and CSGs.
3.

Low-Income Residential Customers

As with all residential customers, low-income residential customer participation in a CSG
involves additional administrative costs. In addition, financing requirements based on
subscriber credit scores often exclude low-income customers from participating in CSGs.
Parties to this docket have had extensive discussions about methods of making CSGs more
accessible to low-income participants. In its September 6th Order, the Commission directed
Xcel to submit a CSG proposal specifically focused on low-income participants by March 1,
2017, and requested that any proposals by other parties to make CSGs accessible to lowincome customers be filed at the same time. At this time, the Department recommends
that the Commission revisit consideration of an adder specific to low-income subscribers
when Xcel’s low-income CSG proposal has been developed and its experience considered.
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V.

DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

The Department recommends that the Commission:
Decline at this time to adopt an adder for CSGs located on:
•
•
•
•

Brownfields;
Prime Agricultural property;
Rooftops and/or close to customer load;
Public facilities.

Adopt an adder of $0.025 per kWh for residential subscribers to CSGs for 2017 with the
rate decreasing to $0.015 in 2019 and $0.005 in 2020 and thereafter or until further
modified by the Commission.
Revisit consideration of potential adders for low-income residential customers when Xcel’s
low-income CSG proposal has been developed and, potentially, the results of Xcel’s lowincome CSG program can be considered.
/lt
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